
TEMPLATE 
Use case name: <the name should be the goal as a short active verb phrase> 
Context of use: <a longer statement of the goal, if needed, its normal occurence 
conditions> 
Level: <one of: summary, user-goal, subfunction> 
Primary Actor: <a role name for the primary actor or description> 
Precondition: <what we expect is already the state of the world> 
Success Guarantee: <the state of the world if goal succeeds> 
Map Access Frequency/Trigger: <access timing of map info> 
Main Success Scenario: <put here the steps of the scenario from trigger to goal delivery 
and any cleanup after. Action descriptions are of the form "Actor ... action verb ... direct 
object ... prepositional phrase" > 
Related Map Information: <whatever your project needs for additional information> 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
*reference: 
http://faculty.washington.edu/jtenenbg/courses/360/f01/project/usecasetemplate.html 
 
 
  

http://faculty.washington.edu/jtenenbg/courses/360/f01/project/usecasetemplate.html


CURRENT USE CASES  

Use Case: Create global path from user input  
Goal in Context: create path from start to goal set by user from lane connection information 
Level: subfunction 
Primary Actor: User 
Precondition: HD Map topic is available.  
Success Guarantee: waypoint from starting point to goal is created as csv file 
Map Access Frequency/Trigger: triggered by user input 
Main Success Scenario: 

1. User choose start and goal position of the vehicle 
2. from the current position of vehicle and lane topological graph, calculate the 

route(sequence of lanes) to destination 
3. Using lane centerline information, create waypoints for the route  
4. save waypoint file 

Related Map Information:  
● lanes: lane id, lane connections, geoemtry information of lane(position) 

 
 

  



Use Case: Avoid obstacle  
Goal in Context: Avoid static obstacle(e.g. parked vehicle) on waypoint 
Level: subfunction 
Primary Actor: vehicle, obstacles 
Precondition: There is an unexpected static obstacle blocking ego vehicle’s path. HD map 
topic, and sensor(lidar) topic is available.  
Success Guarantee: Vehicle avoids the obstacle and continue following original waypoint 
Map Access Frequency/Trigger: when costmap_generator is launched  
Main Success Scenario: 

1. Initialize costmap indicating all area is free space 
2. Retrieve drivable area around current vehicles position from HD map 
3. Update costmap so that only drivable area is free space  
4. Get result perception result from LIDAR and update costmap according to the 

detected obstacle (obstacle = cost) 
5. Planner generates new path that avoids any cost on costmap 
6. Execute vehicle motion plan 

Related Map Information:  
● wayarea: geometric information of traversable area 

 

 
Image of obstacle avoidanc.  Red cuboid is obstacle. Obstacle(cost) is shown as black 

region whereas free space is shown as gray region in costmap. 

  



Use Case: Detect object(pedestrian) in crosswalk  
Goal in Context: Detect pedestrians passing a crosswalk and vehicle stops before hitting 
pedestrian 
Primary Actor: vehicle, pedestrian 
Level: subfunction 
Preconditions: HD map topic, waypoint topic, and sensor inputs(LIDAR and camera) are 
available 
Success Guarantee: Vehicle does not run into pedestrian in crosswalk(i.e. waypoint has 
appropriate velocity) 
Map Access Frequency/Trigger: 10 hz 
Main Success Scenario: 

1. Extract crosswalk that intersects with current planned path 
2. Apply perception algorithm to detect pedestrians around vehicle 
3. If detected pedestrian is near or within the crosswalk, change velocity in planned 

path so that vehicle stops before entering crosswalk 
Related Map Information:  

● crosswalk area: geometric information of boundaries 
Comments: 

● might want to have a stopline associated with crosswalk 
 

 
 

  



Use Case: Stop at stopsign 
Goal in Context: Make sure that vehicle stop once at stopline(hold line) 
Primary Actor: vehicle 
Level: subfunction 
Preconditions: HD map topic and waypoint topic is available.  
Success Guarantee: Vehicle does not pass stopline without stopping 
Map Access Frequency/Trigger: at waypoint loading time 
Main Success Scenario: 

1. Retrieve stop sign information associated currently driving lane from HD Map 
2. If stopline intersects with current planned path, change vehicle velocity plan so that 

vehicle stops before the associated stopline. 
3. Look for any objects that might enter vehicle’s path 
4. Wait until all potentially dangerous object to pass by 
5. Resume driving along the planned path 

Related Map Information:  
● stopline: geometric information of line 
● stopsign: sign type and link information to current lane 

 

  



Use Case: Light up turn indicator 
Goal in Context: Light up turn indicator at intersections according to vehicle’s 
behaviour(Turning left, turning right, straight ahead) 
Primary Actor: Vehicle 
Level: subfunction 
Preconditions: Vehicle is approaching to intersection. HD Map topic and waypoint topic are 
available 
Success Guarantee: vehicle lights up appropriate indicator when entering intersection 
Map Access Frequency/Trigger: at waypoint loading time 
Main Success Scenario: 

1. Look for turning direction information associated with currently driving lane 
2. Light up turn indicator according to the specified turn direction 

Related Map Information:  
● Turn direction information of the lane 

Comments: 
● Should turning direction be explicit in the map? (angle does not necessary give 

correct indicator) or should it be calculated from intersection information 

 


